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Purpose statement 

The objective of this document is to provide an overview of the Oracle Platinum Services Remote fault monitoring 

framework and detail a sample list of activities we may perform to monitor a Certified Platinum Configuration. The 

information included in this document is for informational purposes only and is subject to change. This document is 

not binding on either party, will not be deemed an agreement between the parties and does not amend and/ or 

modify the terms of any order or agreement. 

 

Disclaimer 

This document in any form, software or printed matter, contains proprietary information that is the exclusive property 

of Oracle. Your access to and use of this confidential material is subject to the terms and conditions of your Oracle 

software license and service agreement, which has been executed and with which you agree to comply. This 

document and information contained herein may not be disclosed, copied, reproduced or distributed to anyone 

outside Oracle without prior written consent of Oracle. This document is not part of your license agreement nor can it 

be incorporated into any contractual agreement with Oracle or its subsidiaries or affiliates. 

This document is for informational purposes only and is intended solely to assist you in planning for the 

implementation and upgrade of the product features described. It is not a commitment to deliver any material, code, 

or functionality, and should not be relied upon in making purchasing decisions. The development, release, and timing 

of any features or functionality described in this document remains at the sole discretion of Oracle. Due to the nature 

of the product architecture, it may not be possible to safely include all features described in this document without 

risking significant destabilization of the code. 
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Document objectives 

The objective of this document is to provide an overview of the Oracle Platinum 

Services Remote fault monitoring framework and detail a sample list of activities 

we may perform to monitor a Certified Platinum Configuration. The information 

included in this document is for informational purposes only and is subject to 

change. This document is not binding on either party, will not be deemed an 

agreement between the parties and does not amend and/ or modify the terms of 

any order or agreement. 

Overview 

Remote fault monitoring 

Remote fault monitoring, referred to as “fault monitoring” in this document is a 

deliverable of Oracle Platinum Services. Oracle Platinum Services remotely 

monitors for faults in the hardware, database, operating system, and networking 

components of Certified Platinum Configurations twenty-four (24) hours per 

day, seven (7) days per week and provides a mechanism to trigger the creation 

of a Service Request (SR) on your behalf. Fault monitoring is subject to the 

Oracle Platinum Services Technical Support Policy.  

 Please review the Oracle Platinum Services Technical Support Policy at 

http://www.oracle.com/us/support/library/platinum-services-policies-

1652886.pdf.  

 A list of Certified Platinum Configurations is available at 

http://www.oracle.com/us/support/library/certified-platinum-configs-

1652888.pdf.  

Fault monitoring focuses on helping you maintain system and component 

functionality. Oracle determines whether an event constitutes a fault. For a list of 

Oracle Platinum Services fault monitoring events, please see Appendix I. 

You may purchase additional monitoring services for a fee. Examples of for-fee 

monitoring include but are not limited to performance, availability, and capacity 

monitoring. For a description of each, please see Appendix II. 

For assistance with for-fee monitoring, please contact acsdirect_us@oracle.com. 

 “Oracle Platinum 

Services has been 

great at proactively 

monitoring and 

ensuring that our 

systems stay up—we 

have had zero 

unplanned outages.” 

Raymond Hirte 

APEX ERP Program Manager 

Hennepin County 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Oracle Platinum 

Services gives us 

seamless support. 

With their patching 

and monitoring, our 

systems are more 

stable and secure. We 

no longer need a full 

team dedicated to 

monitoring. We 

reduced our costs and 

can now spend our 

time on innovation 

and achieving our 

business objectives.” 

Patrice Ramos 

Manager IT 

GOL Linhas Aereas 

Inteligentes 

http://www.oracle.com/us/support/library/platinum-services-policies-1652886.pdf
http://www.oracle.com/us/support/library/platinum-services-policies-1652886.pdf
http://www.oracle.com/us/support/library/certified-platinum-configs-1652888.pdf
http://www.oracle.com/us/support/library/certified-platinum-configs-1652888.pdf
file:///C:/Users/cgwin/Downloads/acsdirect_us@oracle.com
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Fault monitoring framework 

At the heart of the fault monitoring framework is the Oracle Advanced Support Gateway (OASG). The OASG is a 

multi-purpose platform designed to facilitate and enable a number of Oracle connected services including Oracle 

Platinum Services. 

 

One gateway can monitor multiple engineered systems with up to ninety (90) agents and nine hundred (900) 

monitored targets, as long as they are network accessible and the network connection between the OASG and the 

engineered system is reliable with low latency. In conjunction with the Oracle Continuous Connection Network 

(OCCN) transport layer, the OASG establishes secure connectivity to Oracle via SSL. Learn more about gateway 

security by reviewing the Oracle Advanced Support Gateway Security Guide. 

Key components of the gateway 

The gateway has several key components that facilitate fault monitoring. These include: 

 Oracle Enterprise Manager—Oracle Enterprise Manager (OEM) is the standard tool for monitoring and 

managing Oracle products. With Oracle Platinum Services fault monitoring, OEM is the primary tool for 

detecting software faults. The OASG includes OEM software which has rule-based fault detection 

functionality to automatically create a Service Request (SR) and upload available related diagnostics for 

supported engineered systems. The Certified Platinum Configuration installs a client side OEM agent as a 

communication mechanism with OEM. 

 Oracle Auto Service Request—Oracle Auto Service Request (ASR) detects hardware faults and automatically 

creates the associated SR. ASR detects faults in compute nodes, storage cells, and their Oracle Integrated 

Lights Out Managers (ILOM). For more information on ASR, see Auto Service Request (ASR) documentation. 

 Oracle Advanced Customer Support Services (ACS) Monitoring Framework (MFW)—the ACS MFW is a 

centralized framework for receiving, filtering, categorizing, and enriching events from multiple monitoring 

sources. It qualifies events as faults and forwards consolidated information to Oracle Support for SR creation. 

See Appendix VIII for details on fault event telemetry data collected from the Certified Platinum 

Configuration. 

Managing the OASG 

We monitor, manage, and maintain the OASG remotely via the OCCN connection. The OASG has self-monitoring to 

alert us to any breakdown in the monitoring tools and monitored systems. If the OASG is running on Oracle-owned 

hardware, Oracle Platinum Services will leverage ASR to monitor the key components of the hardware and engage 

Oracle support accordingly.  

 

 

https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E41177_01/pdf/E40643.pdf
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Oracle Advanced Support Portal  

The Oracle Advanced Support Portal (OASP) is a fully integrated, ITIL-based operations management framework of 

tools, processes and technology, which we host and deliver via a Web interface. It enables users to monitor and 

manage their infrastructure elements. 

The OASP provides a view of your configuration items, incident management, change management, user account 

management, and reporting. 

See the Welcome to Oracle Platinum Services document or review the latest release of the Oracle Advanced Support 

Portal document for more information. Appendix VIII shows a sample fault event telemetry and sample configuration 

item details visible to you. 

Fault monitoring details 

Your requirement and obligations 

The table below identifies your requirements and obligations for successful fault monitoring with Oracle Platinum 

Services. 

Item Requirement / Obligation 

Network Connectivity  Provide continuous inbound VPN connection via OCCN. 

 Open ports between OASG and engineered system for 

monitoring communication and diagnostics. 

Deployment  Provide administrator (root or “sudo1”, or equivalent) access 

for monitoring, installation and configuration. 

 For systems running Solaris or Linux, provide a dedicated 

user for deploying the monitoring agent software.  

 Provide monitoring account credentials. 

Service Delivery  Provide administrator (root or "sudo," or equivalent) for 

agent installation and configuration, and for service request 

(SR) troubleshooting. 

 Provide notification of changes to engineered system and 

associated targets, such as new databases to be monitored, 

databases that are removed, IP address changes, and 

password changes. 

 Work with Oracle Support Services (OSS) to resolve any 

agent issues that cannot be corrected remotely. 

 

For additional details on required firewall ports, please see the Oracle Advanced Support Gateway Security Guide. For 

additional details on access requirements, please see Appendix III. 

Note: Without continuous inbound connection, Oracle will not be able to validate faults, which negates the 15-

minute resolution / 30-minute joint debug Oracle Platinum Services target response times. 

 

 

 

                                                                 
1 sudo allows a user to execute a command or process with the privileges of another user – typically superuser 

or root – without having to grant full access to those privileged accounts. 

https://support.oracle.com/rs?type=doc&id=1605750.1
https://support.oracle.com/rs?type=doc&id=2365144.2
https://support.oracle.com/rs?type=doc&id=2365144.2
https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E41177_01/html/E40643/gpoov.html#scrolltoc
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Fault monitoring roles and responsibilities 

 

Role Responsibility 

Oracle Platinum Driver We assign you a Platinum Driver to provide key information during your 

consideration of Oracle Platinum Services. The goal is to verify that you are 

fully qualified, fully understand the requirements and responsibilities to the 

service, commit to Oracle Platinum Services, and complete all prerequisites 

before implementation begins.  Once implementation of Oracle Platinum 

Services is underway, the Platinum Driver may engage you to help resolve 

delays and to see that we are managing and executing your expectations 

well.  

Oracle Implementation 

Engineer (IE) 

The Implementation Engineer is your primary point of contact and technical 

manager during the Oracle Platinum Services implementation.  From the point 

of receiving ownership of the Platinum Implementation SR (PISR) to the point of 

hand over to the delivery organization, the IE acts as the technical project lead 

during the implementation and remotely installs all technical aspects of fault 

monitoring and Oracle Automatic Service Request (ASR) solution.  The IE is also 

responsible for coordinating the resources and activities to deliver and install the 

engineered system. 

Oracle Platinum Control 

Center 

The Oracle Platinum Control Center is responsible for fault event management 

after we detect a fault. Responsibilities include managing faults in OASP, fault 

notification and SR creation. 

Customer Contact Your contact(s) receive notification of verified fault events Oracle Platinum 

Services detects. Notification to individuals (or an alias) is via email only. 

Oracle Field Engineer The Oracle Field Engineer (FE) is responsible for the Oracle Platinum Services 

hardware gateway installation (on Oracle hardware), OASG software installation 

and connectivity to Oracle. 

Customer Platinum 

Manager 
You must assign an employee or contractor to fill the Customer Platinum 

Manager role.  The Customer Platinum Manager is the point of contact (POC) 

for Oracle and is responsible for coordinating your resources, installation-

related activities (for example, opening firewall ports), and for making 

decisions that will promote a smooth implementation. This POC is also 

responsible for integration with your processes and meeting the planned 

Go-Live schedule. Additional responsibilities include managing your 

stakeholder interactions and, when necessary, consulting within your 

organization to acquire expertise for service integration—network expert(s), 

security expert(s), and the target system owner(s).  
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Activities 

Oracle Platinum Services fault monitoring implementation prerequisites 

The table below identifies a sample of the prerequisite activities associated with implementing fault monitoring. An 

incomplete activity in this list may result in implementation delays. 

Activity Responsibility When 

1. Service implementation worksheet (SIW) (for new gateway only) 

Your Oracle account team will guide you through the process of 

completing the Service Implementation Worksheet online. This 

worksheet is to collect details that we can use to initiate the Oracle 

Platinum implementation process. Some of the key details we collect 

are: 

- Your contact information for fault notification, change 

management, SRs and remote patch deployment.   

- Configuration information for the OASG. 

- External and internal firewall requirements.  

- Access requirements. 

 

You  

Oracle   

Both  

 

2. Open Firewall Ports 

Open necessary firewall ports. See Oracle Advanced Support Gateway 

Security Guide Network Protocol and Port Matrix for details. 

You  

Oracle   

Both  

 

3. Install and Configure the Certified Platinum Configuration 

The Oracle FE and Oracle IE will install and configure the engineered 

system.   

You  

Oracle   

Both  

 

4. Provide suitable hardware or virtual environment for the OASG 

software 

You must provide a suitable environment for the OASG software. This 

can be an x86 machine that meets the specifications outlined in the 

Gateway Host System Requirements, for an Oracle Virtual Machine 

running on an Oracle Virtual Server i.e. using the Oracle VM Server 

software.  

Note: Oracle Database Appliance and Oracle Private Cloud Appliance 

with connected services implemented, are not recommended 

Customer  

Oracle   

Both  

 

5. Complete Network Connectivity Form (IPSEC VPN only) 

Oracle Global IT will assist you in completing the OCCN Network 

Connectivity Form in case IPSEC VPN is required. 

You  

Oracle   

Both  

 

6. Deploy OCCN 

 For SSL VPN – We will deploy OCCN after you enable the outbound 

connection from the gateway.  

 For IPSEC VPN, Oracle Global IT will assist you in deploying OCCN. 

You  

Oracle   

Both  

 

 

  

https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E41177_01/html/E40643/grmrq.html#scrolltoc
https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E41177_01/html/E40643/grmrq.html#scrolltoc
https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E41177_01/html/E40642/gnbny.html
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Oracle Platinum Services fault monitoring implementation 

The table below identifies a sample of the activities associated with implementing fault monitoring. Any activity not 

completed in this list may result in implementation delays. 

Activity Who When 

1. Deploy the OASG 

Two options: 

a. You may download, deploy, and activate the OASG using the 

registration code from the SIW on a VM or physical host that can 

support the Operating System (OS) of the OASG. This will configure 

the system to the point where the IE can remotely access the 

system from Oracle using the VPN, and proceed with the rest of the 

implementation of Oracle Platinum Services.  

b. The IE will deploy the server purchased for the OASG (see 

requirements outlined in the Gateway Host System Requirements.), 

install the software and configure the system to the point that the 

IE can remotely access the system from Oracle using the VPN to 

proceed with the rest of the implementation.   

Note: If you opt for non-Oracle hardware to deploy the OASG, you 

will install and configure the OASG image software. 

You  

Oracle   

Both  

 

2. Provide information to access the engineered system 

You will provide the required access information to allow the IE to 

perform the implementation of the service, including the hostname, IP, 

and other required credentials. 

You  

Oracle   

Both  

 

3. Deploy the Monitoring software and configuration to the Certified 

Platinum Configuration  

The IE will configure the target engineered system to send alerts to the 

OASG when faults are detected. This may require installation of 

monitoring agents to the system components or configuration of 

alerting rules within the engineered systems management software. 

You  

Oracle   

Both  

 

4. Discover Monitoring Targets 

The IE will discover targets to be monitored, and deploy any monitoring 

templates 

You  

Oracle   

Both  

 

5. Activate ASR 

The IE will enable ASR on the target engineered system and the OASG. 

Note: Oracle Platinum Services requires reconfiguration of existing ASR 

installations. 

You  

Oracle   

Both  

 

6. Configure OASP 

The IE will configure the OASP for the targets, and assign them to 

Oracle Platinum Services to capture configuration information on the 

target engineered system. 

You  

Oracle   

Both  

 

7. Validation 

The IE will validate the OASG and monitoring setup. 

You  

Oracle   

Both  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E41177_01/html/E40642/gnbny.html
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Oracle Platinum Services fault monitoring activities (Auto SR Creation) 

The table below identifies the activities and owners associated with a fault monitoring event where SRs are 

automatically opened when an Oracle Platinum Services fault is detected. For a list of Oracle Platinum Services fault 

monitoring events, please see Appendix I. 

Activity Who When 

1. Receive Oracle Platinum Services Fault Event 

The OASG detects a fault event. 

You  

Oracle   

Both  

 

2. Validate Oracle Platinum Services Fault 

Oracle determines whether a fault is a valid Oracle Platinum Services fault 

(see Appendix I for a list of Oracle Platinum Services fault monitoring 

events). 

 If the fault is a valid Oracle Platinum Services fault, we automatically 

open an SR (see Step 3 below). 

 If the fault is not a valid Oracle Platinum Services fault, we have no 

further required action. 

You  

Oracle   

Both  

 

3. Open Oracle Platinum Services SR & Notify You of Oracle Platinum 

Services Fault Event 

After we validate a fault and open an SR, we will send an email fault 

notification to the distribution email list and the customer contact defined 

for the Certified Platinum Configuration. See sample fault notification in 

Appendix VI, and sample SR in Appendix V, SR Example I. 

You  

Oracle   

Both  

Within 5 

minutes of 

receiving 

fault event 

4. Diagnostic Upload 

 Automatic collection of diagnostics occurs if a fault is an Automatic 

Diagnostic Repository (ADR) covered fault (see Exadata ORA Events 

(Oracle Platinum Services Only) for a list of covered faults, including 

ADR). 

 Otherwise, we may collect diagnostics manually or with your 

assistance. 

You  

Oracle   

Both  

 

5. Resolve Oracle Platinum Services SR 

Oracle Support and customer contact will work together to adjust severity 

levels appropriately (See Technical Support Policy Severity Definitions) 

and resolve the SR. 

You  

Oracle   

Both  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E37710_01/doc.41/e55806/toc.htm#__RefHeading__22056_1029073247
https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E37710_01/doc.41/e55806/toc.htm#__RefHeading__22056_1029073247
http://www.oracle.com/us/support/library/057419.pdf
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Oracle Platinum Services fault monitoring activities (manual SR creation) 

The table below identifies the activities and owners associated with a fault monitoring event where the Oracle 

Platinum Services Control Center opens SRs when a fault is detected. For a list of Oracle Platinum Services fault 

monitoring events, please see Appendix I. 

Activity Who When 

1. Receive Oracle Platinum Services Fault Event 

The Oracle Platinum Control Center receives a fault event. 

You  

Oracle   

Both  

 

2. Create Incident ticket in OASP 

The Oracle Platinum Control Center creates an incident 

ticket in OASP. 

You  

Oracle   

Both  

 

3. Notify You of Fault 

Based upon your preference, the Oracle Platinum Control 

Center will provide fault notification to your identified 

customer contact by email. See sample fault notification in 

Appendix VI. 

You  

Oracle   

Both  

Within 5 

minutes of 

receiving fault 

event 

4. Validate Fault 

We determine whether a fault is a valid Oracle Platinum 

Services fault (see Appendix I for a list of Oracle Platinum 

Services fault monitoring events) 

 If the fault is a valid Oracle Platinum Services fault, we 

will open an SR (see step 5 below).  

 If the fault is not a valid Oracle Platinum Services fault, 

we will close the incident ticket opened in step 2 and we 

have no further required action. 

You  

Oracle   

Both  

 

5. Open SR 

 For a hardware fault event, the Oracle Platinum Control 

Center will validate an ASR has been created. See 

sample SR in Appendix V, SR Example III.  

 For a software fault event, the Oracle Platinum Control 

Center will create an SR. See sample SR in Appendix V, 

SR Example II. 

You  

Oracle   

Both  

Within 15 

minutes of 

notification 

6. Resolve Oracle Platinum Services SR 

Oracle Support and the customer contact will work together 

to adjust severity levels appropriately severity levels (See 

Technical Support Policy Severity Definitions) and resolve 

SR. 

You  

Oracle   

Both  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.oracle.com/us/support/policies/index.html
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Appendix I—Oracle Platinum Services fault monitoring events 

Fault monitoring covers the events documented below and is a combination of all ASR fault events and an Oracle 

determined set of events generated by OEM. This list of fault events is subject to change and some gateways may not 

yet have the latest software update. 

ASR fault events 

We document ASR fault events publicly. Please consult the following for details on ASR fault events: 

 ASR Fault Event Coverage for Oracle Exadata: 

 Exadata Database Machine 

 Exadata Database Servers  

 Exadata Storage Servers 

 Exadata Servers  

 ASR Fault Event Coverage for Oracle Exalogic 

 Exalogic Server  

 Exalogic Storage Appliance  

 ASR Fault Event Coverage for Oracle SuperCluster 

 SuperCluster Products 

 Exadata Storage Servers  

 SuperCluster Storage Appliance 

 ASR Fault Event Coverage for Oracle Zero Data Loss Recovery Appliance 

 Exadata Database Machine X5-2  

 Exadata Storage Servers  

 ASR Fault Event Coverage for Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance Racked System                           

 ZFS Products 

 ASR Fault Event Coverage for Oracle Private Cloud Appliance X5-2, X8-2 

 PCA X5-2, X8-2 

 ASR Fault Event Coverage for Oracle Private Cloud Appliance X9-2 

 PCA X9-2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E37710_01/doc.41/e55806/toc.htm
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E37710_01/doc.41/e55806/toc.htm#__RefHeading__8651_1007416746
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E37710_01/doc.41/e55806/toc.htm#__RefHeading__8879_1007416746
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E37710_01/doc.41/e55806/toc.htm#__RefHeading__8934_1007416746
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E37710_01/doc.41/e55811/toc.htm#__RefHeading__8902_1007416746
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E37710_01/doc.41/e55811/toc.htm#__RefHeading__8906_1007416746
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E37710_01/doc.41/e55817/toc.htm
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E37710_01/doc.41/e55806/toc.htm#__RefHeading__8879_1007416746
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E37710_01/doc.41/e55811/toc.htm#__RefHeading__8906_1007416746
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E37710_01/doc.41/e55806/toc.htm
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E37710_01/doc.41/e55806/toc.htm#__RefHeading__8879_1007416746
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E37710_01/doc.41/e56166/toc.htm
https://support.oracle.com/rs?type=doc&id=2649537.2
https://support.oracle.com/rs?type=doc&id=2833567.1
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OEM and event receptor fault events 

The OASG software includes OEM, which has rules-based functionality to detect critical OEM faults for supported 

engineered systems. The OEM software automatically creates an SR and uploads related diagnostics when available. 

In some cases, the Oracle Platinum Services Control Center manually creates SRs. 

The OASG software also includes an event receiver that detects critical faults for supported engineered systems. The 

event receiver automatically creates an SR and uploads related diagnostics when available.  

 

The below list of Oracle Platinum Services monitored faults, determined by Oracle, are standard and not subject to 

customization. 
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Item Name 

Exadata Exalogic SuperCluster Zero Data 

Loss 

Recovery 

Appliance 

ZS 

Racked 

System 

PCA 

X5, X8 

PCA X9 

Description 

1 

Fan Failure on 

an Infiniband 

Switch 

x x x x  x  A fan in the 

Infiniband switch 

has failed or 

dropped below a 

safe operating 

level 

2 
OS Kernel Panic 

and Errors 

x x x x  x  The Kernel has 

encountered an 

error condition 

which may have 

led to a restart of 

the system 

3 
SCSI and PCI 

Errors 

x x x x  x  SCSI Errors have 

been detected by 

the OS 

4 Memory Errors 

x x x x  x  Memory Errors 

have been 

detected by the OS 

5 Disk Errors 

x x x x  x  Disk Errors have 

been detected by 

the OS 

6 I/O Errors 

x x x x  x  I/O Errors have 

been detected by 

the OS 

7 

 

   ZFS Cluster 

 

   

 x x  Detection of 

standby node 

failure 

8 
ZFS Critical and 

Major Alerts 
   

 x x  Major and Critical 

alerts reported in 

problem, alert and 

fault logs 

9 
ZFS # spare disks 

available 
   

 x x  Detection of spare 

disks availability 

8 
Voting Disk 

Alert* 

x  x x    CRS-160(4|5|6) 

9 
Control VM 

Database* 

 x      ORA errors (see 

list of ORA errors 

below) 

10 

Node 

Configuration 

Alert* 

x  x x    CRS-180(2|3|4|5), 

CRS-1607 

11 OCR Alert* 

x  x x    CRS-

(1006|1008|1010|1

011|1009) 
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Item Name 

Exadata Exalogic SuperCluster Zero Data 

Loss 

Recovery 

Appliance 

ZS 

Racked 

System 

PCA 

X5, X8 

PCA X9 

Description 

12 

Oracle High 

Availability 

Service Alert* 

x  x x    CRS-

(1202|1402|1602|1

603) 

13 
CRS Resource 

Alert* 

x  x x    CRS-120(3|5|6) 

14 
Generic 

Incident* 

x x x x    ORA-

(227|239|240|255|

445|494|3137|4036

|24982|25319|2977

0|29771|32701|327

03|32704|56729) 

15 Cluster Error* x  x x    ORA-29740 

16 
Data Block 

Corruption* 

x x x x    ORA-1578 

17 

Generic Internal 

Error (Exadata 

Storage Cell and 

DB)* 

x x x x    ORA-600 

18 
Access 

Violation* 

x x x x    ORA-7445 

(Exadata Storage 

Cell and DB), 

ORA-3113, RS-

7445 (Exadata 

Storage Cell) 

19 
Redo Log 

Corruption* 

x x x x    ORA-

(353|355|356) 

20 Out of Memory*  x x x x    ORA-403(0|1) 

21 
File Access 

Error* 

x x x x    ORA-376 

22 
Deadlock 

(System)* 

x x x x    ORA-4020 

23 
Soft Internal 

Error*  

x x x x    ORA-700, RS-700 

(Exadata Storage 

Cell) 

24 

Data file cannot 

be 

identified/locke

d* 

x x x x    ORA-1157 

25 Media failure*  x x x x    ORA-(1242|1243) 

26 

Invalid file 

header 

information* 

x x x x    ORA-27048 
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Item Name 

Exadata Exalogic SuperCluster Zero Data 

Loss 

Recovery 

Appliance 

ZS 

Racked 

System 

PCA 

X5, X8 

PCA X9 

Description 

27 

Recovery 

Appliance task 

failure 

   x    ORA-

(45168|45111) 

28 

Recovery 

Appliance timer 

failure 

   x    ORA-45169 

29 

Recovery 

Appliance 

metadata 

corruption 

   x    ORA-45109 

30 
Corruption in 

backup piece 

   x    ORA-

(45132|45167) 

31 
Corruption in 

backup data 

   x    ORA-45165 

32 
Temperature, 

Value (Celsius) 

x x x x    Cisco Switch (> 

56F) 

33 Fan State x x x x    Cisco Switch 

34 
Power Supply 

State 

x x x x    Cisco Switch 

35 

Module1 Phase2 

Threshold 

Evaluation 

x x x x    PDU  

36 

Module1 Phase1 

Threshold 

Evaluation 

x x x x    PDU 

37 

Module1 Phase3 

Threshold 

Evaluation 

x x x x    PDU 

38 

Fabric 

Interconnect 

Alarms 

     x  Fabric 

Interconnect 

Alarms at 

Warning or 

Critical 

39 

Fabric 

Interconnect 

Response 

     x  Fabric 

Interconnect 

Unresponsive 

40 

Active 

Management 

Node Service 

Status 

     x  Service Status for 

MySQL, OVM 

Manager and 

OVM Manager 

CLI down 

41 

Management 

Node 

Unresponsive 

     x   
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Item Name 

Exadata Exalogic SuperCluster Zero Data 

Loss 

Recovery 

Appliance 

ZS 

Racked 

System 

PCA 

X5, X8 

PCA X9 

Description 

43 

Management 

Host Root File 

System Full 

      x Root File System 

> 80% full 

44 
Host Data Port 

Error Check 

      x Management 

Node Host Port 

Check for errors 

>10% 

45 
Host Data Port 

Disabled 

      x Management 

Node Host Port 

disabled for >15 

minutes 

46 
Host Data Port 

Status 

      x Management 

Node Host Port in 

down state for >15 

minutes 

47 
Switch Port 

State 

      x Switch Port is 

marked as Failed 

48 
Switch Port In 

Discard Errors 

      x Switch Port In 

Discard Errors 

>1% 

49 
Switch Port In 

Errors 

      x Switch Port In 

Errors >1% 

50 
Switch Port Out 

Discard Errors 

      x Switch Port Out 

Discard Errors 

>1% 

51 
Switch Port Out 

Errors 

      x Switch Port Out 

Errors >1% 
 

 

*Related to Oracle Database component only 

 

Appendix II—description of common for-fee monitoring items 

The descriptions below are for common for-fee monitoring items, which Oracle Platinum Services fault monitoring 

does not cover. These examples do not represent a complete list. 

 Performance monitoring – Measures IT service components against agreed upon metrics and thresholds. 

 Availability monitoring – Measures the availability of key IT infrastructure components against a defined 

availability target.  

 Capacity monitoring – Measures resource utilization and performance against the defined capacity plan with 

the ability to adjust based on changing demand. 

For assistance with for-fee monitoring, please contact acsdirect_us@oracle.com. 

 

mailto:acsdirect_us@oracle.com
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Appendix III—access requirements 

Oracle requires a continuous connection to the Certified Platinum Configuration during delivery of Oracle Platinum 

Services, as described in the Oracle Platinum Services Technical Support Policy. The following table describes the user 

account access required by Oracle during the implementation and ongoing delivery of Oracle Platinum Services. 

  

System 

Component 

Login 

Account 

Service 

Activatio

n 

Patch 

and 

Restore 

Exadata 

(Required?) 

Exalogic 

(Required?) 

SuperCluste

r 

(Required?) 

Recovery 

Appliance 

(Required?) 

ZS 

Racked 

System  

PCA 

X5, 

X8 

PCA 

X9 Justification 

Integrated 

Lights Out 

Manager 

root Y Y x x x x x  

  To set SNMP parameters and create 

orarom 

monitoring account 

orarom Y Y x x x x x  

  Ongoing Monitoring.  This account is 

created 

during the setup by Oracle 

Compute/

DB hosts 

root Y Y x x x x 

   Required for implementing solution, 

creating 

orarom user and configuring monitoring 

orarom Y Y x x x x 

   Ongoing Monitoring, primary owner of 

the 

OEM agent.  This account is created 

during 

the setup by Oracle 

Storage 

cells 

root Y Y x  x x 
   SSH keys for agent login without 

password, define SNMP parameters 

cellmonit

or 
Y  x  x x 

   Ongoing monitoring. This account is 

created during the setup by Oracle. 

ASM asmsnmp Y Y x  x x 
   To configure ASM monitoring from 

OEM and ongoing monitoring 

DBMS dbsnmp Y Y x  x x 

   To configure DB monitoring for OEM, 

ongoing monitoring and configuration 

data  collection 

IB 

Switches 

root Y Y x x x x 
   SSH keys for agent login without 

password, define SNMP parameters 

nm2user Y Y x x x x    To monitor Infiniband Switches 

Cisco 

Switch 

Admin Y Y x x x x 
   To define SNMP parameters; only 

required for initial configuration 

enable Y  x x x x     

PDUs Admin Y Y x x x x    To define SNMP parameters 

ZFS 

root Y Y  x x  x 

  To create shares for agent installation 

(Exalogic only) and to run workflow to 

enable OEM monitoring 

orarom Y Y  x x  x 

  Created during installation and assigned 

to the agent role, which is used for 

ongoing monitoring 

http://www.oracle.com/us/support/library/platinum-services-policies-1652886.pdf
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System 

Component 

Login 

Account 

Service 

Activatio

n 

Patch 

and 

Restore 

Exadata 

(Required?) 

Exalogic 

(Required?) 

SuperCluste

r 

(Required?) 

Recovery 

Appliance 

(Required?) 

ZS 

Racked 

System  

PCA 

X5, 

X8 

PCA 

X9 Justification 

Control 

VMs - for 

Exalogic  

for release 

2.0.6.x.x 

root Y  Y  x   

   

 

Ops 

Center 

VM and 

Exalogic 

OVMM 

VM for 

release 

2.0.4.x.x 

root Y Y  x   

   

 

Domains 

& Zones 
root Y Y   x  

   
 

Recovery 

Appliance 

(Admin) 

rasys Y N    x 

   
Ongoing monitoring. This account is 

created during the setup by Oracle 

Recovery 

Appliance 
root Y Y    x 

   Initial Activation and one time SSH 

communication between nodes 

Managem

ent 

Switches 

(ES1-24) 

root       

  

x 

 To setup SNMP parameters for 

monitoring 

 

MySQL 

Database 

root        x  To create orarom monitoring account 

orarom       
 x  Ongoing monitoring. This account is 

created during the setup by Oracle. 

Fabric 

Interconne

ct 

switches 

root       
 x  

To create orarom monitoring account 

orarom       
 x  Ongoing monitoring. This account is 

created during the setup by Oracle 

Managem

ent nodes 

root        x  To create orarom monitoring account 

orarom       
   Ongoing monitoring. This account is 

created during the setup by Oracle 

Managem

ent Node 

root         x  

oracle-

support 
Y Y     

  x 
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Collection of logs and diagnostic data 

 Oracle’s default position is that support engineers will retrieve logs and diagnostic data we can collect without 

posing a risk to the system or negatively impacting it in any way.  

 If an engineer is unable to collect data for a technical reason (for example, insufficient access or intrusive 

nature of the identified collection procedure), he/she will ask you to collect and upload the needed data to 

the service request 

 In a critical SEV1 situation, an engineer may ask you to upload diagnostic data if this will help expedite 

restoration and bring the system back to proper functioning faster. 

Oracle access to data 

  When using OEM agents for monitoring, we create a unique account (orarom) specifically for monitoring.  

This account can be read-only and does not need administrative access to the Operating System or Oracle 

Database. 

 We enable a generic DBSNMP account to monitor the Oracle Database and collect configuration information. 

OEM agents collect configuration data in this generic DBSNMP account that aids diagnostics for restoration 

planning and for patch planning. 

 We restrict the generic DBSNMP account’s access to the database for monitoring purposes only. The users 

cannot run SQL commands, navigate tablespaces, or maliciously query the Oracle Databases. 

 Appendix III describes the requirement of administrative-level privileged access to the Certified Platinum 

Configuration during Oracle Platinum Services implementation—this requirement also applies to fault 

monitoring setup during remote patch deployment events and to assist with diagnostics and fault restoration 

planning. 

 Privileged access—to root or oracle accounts for example—does not need to be continuous. You can 

provide it on a temporary basis, and revoke it upon task completion. For example, you can provide access 

for a remote patch deployment event and then revoke it when the remote patch deployment event is 

complete. 

 During Oracle Platinum Services implementation—including setup of fault monitoring—we require direct 

access to root and other privileged accounts.  

 During ongoing fault monitoring activities —including collection of diagnostic information to assist with 

fault restoration activities—you can constrain and monitor access to root and other privileged accounts 

with the use of tools such as sudo. 

 During a remote patch deployment event, you can constrain and monitor access to root and other 

privileged accounts using tools such as sudo. 

 You must set group read and write access for each database node’s diagnostic directory 

/u01/app/oracle/diag for uploading relevant diagnostic files during the OEM SR automation process. 
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Appendix IV—process flow diagrams 

High-level process flow for SRs created manually 

When we detect Oracle Platinum Services faults, the Oracle Platinum Control Center may open SRs manually. The 

chart below identifies an applicable fault monitoring event’s activities and owners. 
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High-level process flow for auto generated SRs 

When we detect Oracle Platinum Services faults, the Oracle Platinum Services software can automatically open SRs 

and uploads related diagnostics when available. The chart below identifies an applicable fault monitoring event’s 

activities and owners.  
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Appendix V—sample service request details 

The Control Center may manually create Platinum Service Requests (SR) after OEM detects a fault for Oracle 

SuperCluster, Oracle Private Cloud Appliance or Oracle Exalogic. Automatic SR creation for Oracle Exadata or Oracle 

Recovery Appliance may occur via an OEM detected fault. For all Certified Platinum Configurations, automatic SR 

creation may occur via ASR. 

SR Example I—OEM detected fault 

Source: OEM 

Type: Automatic 

 

 

Abstract: SASR:ORA-600 - This is an automated database error on an Exadata System 

 

Description 

Hostname: xyzdb02 

Product Type: EM ASR PRODUCT 

Summary:SASR:ORA-600 - This is an automated database error on an Exadata System 

 

Message Payload Data:  

   

     problem_key = ORA 600 [1350] 

     target_name = db_db02 

     host_name = xyzdb02.oracle.com 

     target_type = oracle_database 

 

          

Hardware Component: 

 Name:NA 

 Id:NA 

 

SASR:ORA-600 - This is an automated database error on an Exadata System; 

 

 

Alerts received in last 30 days (limit 10) 

Date                 Summary                                SR            

21 Jan 2022 09:42:29 SASR:oracle_ibswitch:metric_alert:Aggr [SR #]     

21 Jan 2022 09:42:28 SASR:oracle_ibswitch:metric_alert:Aggr [SR#]     
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SR example II—ASR detected fault 

Source: Automated Service Request (ASR) 

Type: Automatic 

 

 

Abstract: ASR:Memory module correctable errors exceeding acceptable levels. 

 

Description 

Hostname: xyzdb01 

Product Type: ORCL,SPARC-T4-4 

Summary:ASR:Memory module correctable errors exceeding acceptable levels. 

 

Fault event knowledge article: https://support.oracle.com/msg/SUN4V-8002-3R 

 

The number of correctable errors associated with this memory module has exceeded 

Message-ID: SUN4V-8002-3R 

UUID: [UUID #] 

Time: Apr 19, 2021 6:44 AM (UTC) 

Severity: Major 

 

FRU = hc://:chassis-mfg=unknown:chassis-name=ORCL,SPARC-T4-4:chassis-part=7020893:chassis-serial=[chassis 

serial #]:fru-serial=[fru-serial #]:fru-part=07020578,HMT42GR7BMR4A-G/chassis=0/cpuboard=0/dimm=8 

Part number = 07020578,HMT42GR7BMR4A-G 

Certainty = 95 

Class = fault.memory.dimm-page-retires-excessive 

 

Alerts received in last 30 days (limit 10) 

Date                 Summary                                SR            

19 Apr 2021 12:25:09 ASR:Memory module correctable errors e [SR #]     
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Appendix VI—sample fault notification email  

This is a sample of the notification email we send to the customer contact you define for the Certified Platinum 

Configuration.   
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Appendix VII—sample notification of EM generated SR 

This is a sample of the notification email we send to the customer contact you define for the Certified Platinum 

Configuration. This sample is for an SR we create automatically when Oracle Platinum Services detects a fault. 
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Appendix—VIII fault event telemetry and configuration data 

The OASG collects fault and configuration data to aid in the delivery of installation, fault monitoring, remote patch 

planning, support, and restoration services. The samples below show data which OASP, OEM and event connectors 

collect. 

For more information on the OASP, see Oracle Platinum Services—Oracle Advanced Support Portal (OASP) Quick 

Reference Guide. 

Sample fault event telemetry data via OASP 

The information below is a sample of fault event telemetry data that the OASG collects and uses for incident 

management and resolution. You can see this detail via the OASP. 

Agent Platinum Connector 

Alert Group TT:oracle_database|EN:UserAudit:username|MG:D84385697496BC960548 

Alert Key ON:sample host|EC:Metric Alert|CAT:Security, 

Article Id  
CTA Receive 
Time 2021-07-31 23:16:10 PDT 

Cleared 
Timestamp 2021-08-01 00:40:24 PDT 

Correlation  

Customer Id 55520521 

Customer 
Name Sample Customer 

Debug Info1  

Debug Info2 V:556(70678)|C:a3d0060a-a779-4287-9ce1-7fbd7afb6efe| 

Event Time 
Drift 3 

Grade 3 

Identifier 

88aa025e-ed45-4fa5-8e4d-
18bf0cc5d58b|CM:0|Major|TT:oracle_database|EN:UserAudit:username|MG:D6448569B496BC9205481E8
A70692F1E|ON:samplehost|EC:Metric Alert|CAT:Security,|Platinum 
Connector|WebEvent::OracleEnterpriseManager::V12c::Generic_user_audit 

Manager OracleEnterpriseManagerV12c 

Managing Host gateway name 

Original 
Message V:556(70678) 

Original 
Severity 3 

Reporter Status 
Flash  

Severity 0 

Summary DOWNGRADE WARNINGS: UserAudit:username User SYS logged on from samplehost 

Target uuid 99aa055f-ed45-4fab-8e6d-16be0cc5d58c 

 

  

https://support.oracle.com/rs?type=doc&id=1993848.1
https://support.oracle.com/rs?type=doc&id=1993848.1
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Sample configuration item via OASP 

Below is a sample Exalogic configuration item seen in OASP configured for Oracle Platinum Services. You can see 

more details via the OASP. 

 

Target Name  

System Name  Type  Model 

/sample_Exalogic sample_exalogic Application Server Exalogic System 

ec1-vm-

sample.sample.org 

sample_exalogic Server SunFire X4170 M2 

pc1-vm-

sample.sample.org 

sample_exalogic Server SunFire X4170 M2 

pc2-vm-

sample.sample.org 

sample_exalogic Server SunFire X4170 M2 

sample-

ovmm.sample.org 

sample_exalogic Server SunFire X4170 M2 

samplegw01.sample.org sample_exalogic Oracle Infiniband Switch QDR Infiniband Switch 

samplegw02.sample.org sample_exalogic Oracle Infiniband Switch QDR Infiniband Switch 

samplesn01.sample.org sample_exalogic Storage ZFS Storage Appliance 

samplesn02.sample.org sample_exalogic Storage ZFS Storage Appliance 

 

  

https://amr.oracle.com/acscloud/configurations/index.xhtml?_afrLoop=16073879696245474&_afrWindowMode=0&Adf-Window-Id=w0
https://amr.oracle.com/acscloud/configurations/index.xhtml?_afrLoop=16073879696245474&_afrWindowMode=0&Adf-Window-Id=w0
https://amr.oracle.com/acscloud/configurations/index.xhtml?_afrLoop=16073879696245474&_afrWindowMode=0&Adf-Window-Id=w0
https://amr.oracle.com/acscloud/configurations/index.xhtml?_afrLoop=16073879696245474&_afrWindowMode=0&Adf-Window-Id=w0
https://amr.oracle.com/acscloud/configurations/index.xhtml?_afrLoop=16073879696245474&_afrWindowMode=0&Adf-Window-Id=w0
https://amr.oracle.com/cms/ci.xhtml?uuid=17fe1053-419d-467b-b96c-753e61bef78e
https://amr.oracle.com/cms/ci.xhtml?uuid=31d72b62-d54c-4898-a678-e571b5c6d0d2
https://amr.oracle.com/cms/ci.xhtml?uuid=31d72b62-d54c-4898-a678-e571b5c6d0d2
https://amr.oracle.com/cms/ci.xhtml?uuid=39c86f36-3aae-4db7-9777-761a16e0ca40
https://amr.oracle.com/cms/ci.xhtml?uuid=39c86f36-3aae-4db7-9777-761a16e0ca40
https://amr.oracle.com/cms/ci.xhtml?uuid=d189c53d-3cec-4e0a-81e1-a3009173533e
https://amr.oracle.com/cms/ci.xhtml?uuid=d189c53d-3cec-4e0a-81e1-a3009173533e
https://amr.oracle.com/cms/ci.xhtml?uuid=74843112-14f2-4fcd-9305-d5550cc3a14b
https://amr.oracle.com/cms/ci.xhtml?uuid=74843112-14f2-4fcd-9305-d5550cc3a14b
https://amr.oracle.com/cms/ci.xhtml?uuid=a31bfff8-2736-4593-92f2-3e99570e25c0
https://amr.oracle.com/cms/ci.xhtml?uuid=54640762-2cdc-4be5-9821-ab01c0bc1dd4
https://amr.oracle.com/cms/ci.xhtml?uuid=dde1aa5b-b7aa-4955-b821-39d209a1a0ab
https://amr.oracle.com/cms/ci.xhtml?uuid=20a6fdff-6c8a-49fc-982d-be25254fbf3f
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Sample configuration item drilldown 

You are able to drill down into each configuration item via the OASP. A detailed view may show the following 

information depending on the target type chosen: 
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